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practice ae to the sale exchange and resignation
of benefices The position is now controlled bv
the Benefices Act 1898 the Amendment
Measure 1923 and the Benefices Rules 1926
Sinn Fein (Irish = ourselves alone) Insh national
istic movement founded in 1905 which developed
into a mass republican p<trty and triumphed in
the establishment of the Irish Free State A
small extremist group has survived which repre
sents politically the outlawed IB A
Sins, The Seven Deadly or Capitol Sins are pnde
avarice lust anger gluttony envy sloth
Sirius, the doe star so called because of its situa i
tion in the mouth of the Dog (Cams Major) it ]
is the brightest of all the fixed stars and is aLo i
one of the nearest to us
Sirocco a warm southerly often dust laden
wind blowing across Mediterranean land, from
the Sahara in advance of an eastward moving
depression over the Mediterranean
Siskm a small bird of the finch family common
in Northern regions nesting in Britain The
common Siskin has a yellow green colour and l,
a lively swift flying bird with a stout bffl
Sistine Chapel the chapel of the Pope in the Vati
can renowned for its frescoes by Micnelangelo
31 Units (Systems International dTJmtfe) form
an internationally recognised system of metric
units tor "clentific and technical quantities
The basic units of length time mas- electnc
current temperature and luminous mtensit>
are respectively the metre second kilogramme
ampere kelvin (see Absolute Temperature) and
candela The SI was recommended for
general adoption by a number of international
organisations such as the General Conference
on Weights and Measures (I960) Many
countries have made or are making the SI
the only legally recognised set of units Gt
Britain s intention to go metric will bring
widespread use of SI units in its tram These
units command the widespread though not
absolutely unanimous support of industrialists
technologists and scientists Many have urged
that then- adoption will be a triumph of common
sense and end the confusing multiplicity 01
units on the world scene See Section H
Six Articles The Statute of the wxs pissed in 1539
for compelling adhesion to the chiet doctrines of
Eoman Catholic faith transubstantiation
communion m one kind only or the laity
vows of chastity celibacy of the clergy private
masses and auricular confession those who
refused to subscribe to the Articles were treated
as heretics The Act was repealed in 1647
Skate a genus of sea fishes related to the Bays
Skink The skoibs constitute a large family of
lizards with large smooth scales under each of
which 13 a bony plate The largest species
found in Australia is about 2 ft long Some
sktaks have adopted a burrowing habit and
degeneration of the hmbs is associated with
this The Common Skink is a small species about
Bin long living in the deserts of N Africa
Skua falcon like marine birds related to the gulls,
found throughout the world. Known as
Robber Birds because they steal not only
the young and eggs of other birds (Including
penguins) but also their food which they force
them to disgorge in mid air The Arctic Skua
breeds as far south as Scotland The Great
Skua breeds in both Antarctica and Arctica
Other species are the Pomanne the Long tailed
and McConnick's Skua
Skunk a North American mammal of the weasel
family with short legs and long bushy tafl All
fifteen species are black and white some being
striped and the rest spotted It secretes and
ejects at will a foul smelling fluid
Sky The blue colour of the sky on a summer s
day ib the result of the scattering of light waves
by particles of dust and vapour in the earth s
atmosphere Blue light having almost the
smallest wavelength m the visible spectrum
(000004 cm) Is scattered laterally about 10
times as much as the red (0 00007 cm.)
Skyscraper Owing to lack of ground space
increasing cost of land and growth of modern
cities, buildings are being made higher than
broader hence the name. The structures are
constructed of a steel frame work usually clothed
In concrete or reinforced concrete Among the
highest New York skyscrapers are the Empire
 State Buildme (102 Atones 1250 ft) Chrysler
(77 stories 1046 ft) the Eockefeller Center
(70 stones 850 ft) and the World Trade
Center (1 350 ft) due for completion 1972
The tallest building ui Britain is the 580 ft
Post Office radio tower (basic diameter 52 ft)
near Tottenham Court Eoad London Japans
first skyscraper is the Kasumigaseki building
(36 stories) In Tokyo
Slate fine grained clayey rocks which have
undergone metamorphism They cleave easily
and ii, 13 this property of cleavage which makes
them a valuable source of roofing material
Important quarries producing mainly green
slate are in the Comston-Ambleside area of the
Lake District
Slavery In its earlier forms as in the times of
ancient Greece and Borne in the feudal ages
when vissalage and villeinage existed and in
the serfdom of Eussia and other northern
nations slavery was attended by many In
humanities and evils but perhaps in the negro
slavery system which prevailed in the British
colonies for upwards of 200 years and in certim
parts of the "United States up to I86a it attained
its highest point of cruelty In 1883 the Act of
Emancipation was passed emancipating all
slaves in British territories though slavery
continued to be tolerated in northern Nigeria
Sierre Leone and in the Anglo Egyptian Sudan
long after that date Even today slavery anci
forced labour are still prevalent in some park
of the world
Slide Rule an instrument which consists of two
logarithmic scales sliding alongside each other
By its use multiplication division extraction o^
roots etc are speedily carried out
Sloth a curious family of mammals only found
in Central and South America They dwell
almost entirely in the trees proceeding from
branch to branch with their bodies hanging
downwards their weight being supported by
their large hook like claws They eat foliage
Slow Worm a species of lizard found in Britain
which lacks legs Silver with longitudinal
brown stripes it lives almost entirely on slugs
Smelting The process of heating an ore with a re
ducing agent to convert ore into metal and with
a flux to convert rocky Impurities into a slag
that will float on top of the molten metal Slag
and metal can then be tapped separately An
example is iron smelting the reducing agent ia
coke, and limestone is added as the flux the
smelting is carried out m a blast furnace
Snake The snakes constitute the important
reptilian order Ophidia Snakes have a scaly
cylindrical limbless body hdless eyes forked
tongue and the upper and lower jaws joined by
an elastic ligament Then- locomotion is
accomplished by means of the excessive mobility
of then" numerous nbs All snakes have teeth
used for seizing prey and the poisonous varieties
are furnished with poison fangs m the upper jaw
These fangs are hollow modified teeth and the
venom passes Into them, from a special gland
situated behind the angle of the mouth Some
2 600 species of snakes are known, divided into
18 families There are 8 British species—the
grass-snake smooth snake and adder
Snipe a wading bird, long legged with long
slender straight bfll brown plumage and zig
zag flight. The Common Snipe breeds locally
throughout Britain the Great Snipe and Email
Jack Snipe are occasional vMtors The close
season Is Feb 1 to Aug 11
Saow "When water vapour condenses at high
levels at a temperature below freezing a clond
of ice particles Is formed If these frozen drop
lets are small they fall slowly and gradually
assume a feathery crystalline structure reach
Ing the earth as snowflakes if the temperature
remains below freezing
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Soda, carbonate of sodium is now "ininiy obtained
by certain processes of manufacture from
common salt It was formerly obtained from
the ashes of plants. Bicarbonate of sodium is
the primary product in the Solvay or .Ammonia
soda method fox commercial manufacture of
soda it is also formed when carbon dioxide is
passed into strong soda eolation. The blear
Donate is used in medicine and In the prepare
tion of bakmg powder

